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BUILDING A FUTURE-FOCUSED GRADUATE
PORTFOLIO — A SECONDARY SCHOOL
PERSPECTIVE
“When I was 5 years old, my mother always told me that happiness was the key to life.
When I went to school, they asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. I wrote down
‘happy’. They told me I didn’t understand the assignment, and I told them they didn’t
understand life.”

John Lennon

As a secondary school learner how many times were you asked, “What do you want to do
when you leave school?” Can you remember what your reaction was? Did it:

1. irritate you

2. motivate you

3. confuse you

4. make you anxious, or

5. all of the above?
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The need to demonstrate dispositional competencies

Throughout their time at secondary school, learners are choosing subjects and working
towards qualifications that, to some extent, guide them towards future employment. The
decisions they make, with input from teachers, parents, and peers is generally confined to
the academic qualifications they will require to realise their future goals. Evidence suggests
that, in order for graduates from our secondary schools to be competitive in a global market
for further education and employment, they should be able to demonstrate, not only their
academic achievements but also their dispositional competencies.

We know what a future-orientated learner looks like. We know the dispositions, skills, and
attributes 1 valued by employers 2. We know that growth economies need people with
entrepreneurial skills to enable them to create their own jobs and jobs for others. The New
Zealand Curriculum lists the key competencies needed to ‘live, learn, work, and contribute
as active members of their communities’ 3. The question, then, is:

How can schools empower and support learners to work towards and build evidence that
they have these competencies, skills and dispositions in the same way that schools support
them to acquire their evidence of academic achievement?

Is it enough for school leavers to have only a record of their academic results when they
leave school? Where is the evidence that they have other skills that we know are essential?
Are we expecting too much of employers to be willing to ‘read between the lines’ of a Record
of Learning (RoL)?

Limitations with leavers’ profiles

In addition to a RoL, it is acknowledged that many secondary schools also provide their
leavers with a ‘leavers’ profile’ that summarises their contributions to a wider school life.
However, as with the RoL, the reader has to infer a learner’s key competencies and skills.
For example, does being a member of a debating team or the 1st XV imply that a learner
can work effectively as a member of a team? Probably; but, what if a learner didn’t join a
named team, but worked with their class to provide hospitality to visitors, or turned up week
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after week to make uniforms for the kapa haka group, or made sets for Stage Challenge?
Would these even be recorded, and, if so, what would they tell the reader?

There are other limitations with leavers’ profiles:

● They are generally written for Year 13 leavers and are reflective of teachers’ voices
and judgments.

● They depend on the strength of relationships the learner has made with the teachers
who contribute to the profiles.

● Early leavers do not usually receive a leavers’ profile, and, if students haven’t been
continuously enrolled at the school, there may be insufficient evidence for a
meaningful profile.

Some schools have developed a Graduate Profile — they
have thought about the skills, competencies, and
dispositions they want for their graduates to acquire in
addition to their academic qualifications. Again, these
profiles usually reflect school and community aspirations.
But, how do the learners themselves know what skills,
competencies, and dispositions they need to be successful?
How do they acquire a sense of social intelligence? Do we
make it explicit to our learners the skills they are acquiring
by being in class, being a peer support leader, or just by
helping a mate make sense of that maths problem?

So, how do we make learners part of the conversation? Maybe a supermarket analogy will
help paint a picture.  Much like a shopping list 4 when you go to the supermarket, learners
should be given opportunities to actively select subjects and experiences to put in their
‘baskets’ — baskets of skills, experiences, competencies, and dispositions that will reflect
the school’s vision and values, meet their own personal goals, and allow them to compete
successfully for further education, training, or employment.

The graduate profile

It’s time to bring the learner to centre stage. Enter the Graduate Portfolio, owned and
actively managed by the learner, with the support and guidance of the school. Schools bring
their learners into the conversation about the skills, competencies, and dispositions needed
to be successful. They explicitly, proactively, and strategically provide opportunities for
learners to demonstrate competence and record evidence.

Like teachers in New Zealand who are required to collect and reflect on evidence against the
Practising Teaching Criteria, learners should work with a significant adult at the beginning of
each year to plan, set goals, and co-construct the dimensions of their Graduate Portfolio.
Learners can decide what they will focus on for the year, how they will find opportunities to
address any skill ‘gaps’ recognising that opportunities for growth are not only provided within
curriculum delivery, but also across the wider extracurricular aspects of school life.
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Key considerations:

● Curriculum design should reflect all aspects of a school’s Graduate Profile

● Teachers should make the shift from being teachers of subjects, to teaching the
person (using their subject as a medium) 5 and thinking deeply about what learning
experiences are required to develop key competencies

● Learners should be made aware of which key competencies are included within each
learning area or extra-curricular activity

● Learners need to be enabled to capture and record their evidence from a range of
sources and voices, which should include not only their own, but also (ideally) those
of their whānau/community.

Graduate Portfolio development:

● begins (or adds on to that compiled in previous schooling) on entry to the secondary
school

● is transportable between schools

● is reflected on and reviewed at regular intervals by the learner and a learning
coach/mentor

● learners experience a wide range of skill or competency focused opportunities,
alongside advice and guidance on their next steps to meet their goals.

In summary here are some things you may wish to consider if thinking about taking this idea
further:
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John Lennon was probably more future focused than his teachers when he described the
disposition he wanted to have when he grew up.  Today’s young people should also give a
dispositional response – when I grow up I want to be a creative, critical thinker able to
collaborate and solve wicked problems and here’s my Graduate Portfolio of evidence.
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